Come celebrate the beginning of the semester by competing in the NCTE@CSU Hunger Games. If you loved the book *The Hunger Games*, you will be thrilled by this competition. If you haven’t read the book yet, come find out what all the hype is about. Come prepared to have fun! Please wear sneakers.

Mon., August 30th
Where— CSU Oval
Time— 6-8 pm

Highlights
✦ Meet the officers
✦ Find out Fall 2010 meeting topics
✦ Learn about officer elections coming up soon
✦ WIN PRIZES!

This event is part of the Preparing for the Possibilities NCTE@CSU Fall 2010 Series

englishedcsu.ning.com
Follow NCTE@CSU tab

A biweekly meeting of
The National Council of Teachers of English
@ Colorado State University